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Introduction
The thinkMOTION project1 has the ambition to make the DMG-Lib portal2 the major digital
library of machines and mechanisms at the world level. As an international database
containing a lot of textual content, thinkMOTION integrates a work package in charge of
multilingual aspects. Although most researchers speak scientific English, it is important that
the content remains perfectly understandable to a large audience, particularly the nonspecialists, also concerned by this project.
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Objectives
The targeted languages were defined to be English, German, French, Italian, Spanish and
Romanian. Objectives are at two levels:



Translating the portal and internal pages
Translating the contents

Four tasks were defined in the work package WP8:
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8.1 Improvement of translation workflow
8.2 Translation of webpages
8.3 Translation of metadata
8.4 Maintenance of a thesaurus

Main results on Task 8.3
3.1 Statistics
During the thinkMOTION project, Task 8.1 allowed to settle that the addressed contents for
translation were mainly the titles and keywords. The summaries and longer descriptive
contents could be optionally translated but the resources for this translation work are not
available in this project. All the partners should generate metadata both in their native
language and in English, which serves as a common language. It means that, at the end of the
thinkMOTION project, all the contents exist in English and at least one supplemental
language (Deliverable D8.1). Future translations in other languages can be considered for
subsequent projects.
The translation process has been integrated since the beginning of the project. A monitoring
system has been integrated at the end of Year 1 and is accessible to every partner from the
startpage of ProDB (Figure 1). Statistics are available, such as “Absolute numbers of texts in
certain languages” (Figure 2), “Absolute numbers of texts in certain languages where an
English text is defined too” (Figure 3) and “Relative number (in %) of texts in certain
languages where an English text is defined too” (Figure 4). These results were updated May
31st, 2013.

1
2

thinkMOTION Project website, http://www.thinkmotion.eu
DMG-Lib Portal, http://www.dmg-lib.org
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Figure 1. Access to the statistic tool for translations

Figure 2. Statistics on “Absolute numbers of texts in certain languages” in ProDB
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Figure 3. Statistics on “Absolute numbers of texts in certain languages where an English text is defined too” in ProDB

Figure 4. Statistics on “Relative number (in %) of texts in certain languages where an English text is defined too” in
ProDB
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3.2 Special case of CAD pictures
Some types of items, such as CAD pictures and videos, can be also automatically entitled and
translated. An example of pictures can be seen in Figure 5. Four pictures were generated by
CAD, corresponding to four views of a mechanism created by J. Dupond, respectively Front /
Left / Top / ISO views. Let’s consider the ISO view. Its filename has been constructed
according to naming conventions that describe its content:
Example: image file name: CFAO_LD_Iso_P0_jdupond.png
Where







CFAO means Computer Aided Design
LD means low definition (some pictures can exist in various definitions)
Iso means ISO view but could be also another keyword such as: Front, Left, Right,
Back, Top, Bottom, 4views, Iso, Expl (exploded view) or Di (detailed view number i)
P0 means position 0 of the mechanism (i.e. initial position)
jdupond is the login of the creator
png is the file format

Following these naming conventions, the corresponding title to the ISO view should be:



In English: ISO perspective view of the initial position of the CAD model made by J.
Dupond.
In French: Vue en perspective ISO et position initiale du modèle CAO créé par J.
Dupond.

Figure 5. A sample of mechanism with four attached CAD pictures, each one depending on the angle of view

Thanks to automatic macros created by Ilmenau and IFMA, the tedious part of translation
could be avoided and automatized for the particular case of CAD pictures. This process was
also partially extended to the case of real machines, where each machine has also been
photographed along several views.
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Conclusion
The translation process was an important challenge in the thinkMOTION project. After
having improved the translation workflow (Deliverable D8.1), having translated the
webpages, both of the portal DMG-Lib and the internal database ProDB (Deliverable D8.2),
the contents themselves (focused on tiles and keywords only), initially provided in the native
language of the team, were translated systematically in English.
Thanks to this work, thinkMOTION can now provide to Europeana big quantities of high
quality data relative to the science of machines, and that are accessible, indexable and
understandable easily by anyone in Europe and in the rest of the world.
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